
SANDY 
SCULPTURES!

Suitable for all ages 

A few years back, Sunderland Culture took part in a project 
called ‘Pages Of The Sea’ where people were invited to 
gather on Roker Beach as part of a project to remember 
the men and women who left their homes to fight in the 
First World War. Large-scale portraits of local people in 
the First World War, were made in the sand, then slowly 
washed away as the tide came in.



CAN YOU MAKE A SCULPTURE IN THE SAND?
What you will need:

Sand Sculpting Tools

There’s no need to spend money on fancy sand sculpting tool kits, 
although most beach resorts will be happy to sell them to you. Great 
creations can be built with the following basics:

Plastic shovels
•  Various sized buckets, cups and bowls
•  Tools for carving such as plastic knives, forks, spoons and spatulas
•  Pieces of string for shaving and shaping
•  Straws
•  A large plastic spray bottle filled with water (this should not be salt 

water as salt will clog the nozzle)

* Please help us to keep our beaches clean, and away any rubbish with 
you and pop it in a bin :)



Tips for Building Sand Castles and Sculptures

The following tips will give you a good start but remember that practice 
is important and starting out with simple designs is best. Before starting 
decide on a theme... A castle? starfish? shark? A mermaid? A turtle?

Once you have agreed what to sculpt or build you need to keep the 
following basics in mind:
•  Location: Choose a spot that’s a few feet metres away from the waters 

edge.
•  Use Plenty of Water: A great build starts with plenty of water, so begin 

by getting lots of buckets of water and pour it onto the dry sand that 
you want to build on. Then, start piling the wet sand up and begin 
packing it as high and wet as possible. You are now ready to mould the 
structure into the basic shape you’ve decided to create.

•  Carve from the top down. Visualise your creation as you start to carve 
and remove anything that’s not needed in your plan. You can create 
bricks or stones by cutting lines then blowing out the loose sand with 
a straw (make sure your eyes are covered to prevent getting sand in 
them!).

•  Preserve your creation for a while longer by spraying bottled water over 
the entire castle or sculpture.

•  Be sure to get a picture and share them via Facebook @
SunderlandCulture @sunderlandmuseum and Twitter @SunCulture @
sundmuseum using #SCSummer

Here are some great ideas to get you started!


